WHO IS MY HR BUSINESS PARTNER?*

**Sally Jackson – sj7g x26513**
- MD-OBGY OB/GYN
- MD-PATH Pathology
- MD-PEDT Pediatrics

**Lisa Mullins – lm4yw x75015**
- MD-EMED Emergency Medicine
- MD-ORTP Orthopaedic Surgery
- MD-ANES Anesthesiology
- MD-DENT Dentistry
- MD-NERS Neurological Surgery
- MD-OPHT Ophthalmology
- MD-PLSR Plastic Surgery
- MD-SURG Surgery

**Stephanie McKenzie - sdb2p x40202**
- Graduate Medical Education
- MD-BIOM Biomedical Engineering
- MD-CMCP Ctr for Membrane & Cell Ph
- MD-CSMH Ctr/Min/H Interaction
- MD-CTRR Ctr/Res in Reprod
- MD-CVRC Ctr/CV Research
- MD-DMED Faculty Development
- MD-MICR Microbiology
- MD-BEIR Ctr/Beirne Carter
- MD-BIOC Biochem/Mole Genetics
- MD-CDBT Ctr fo Diabetes Tech
- MD-CELL Cell Biology
- MD-CSGN Ctr/Cell Signaling
- MD-DMED Admissions
- MD-DMED Clin Performance Dev
- MD-DMED Clinical Research Office
- MD-DMED Clinical Skills Center
- MD-DMED Cont Med Ed
- MD-DMED Curriculum
- MD-DMED Deans Office
- MD-DMED Diversity Programs
- MD-DMED Financial Aid Ops
- MD-DMED Graduate Programs
- MD-DMED Gross Anatomy Lab
- MD-DMED Health Sciences Library
- MD-DMED Med Ed Tech
- MD-DMED Medical Education
- MD-DMED Medical Simulation
- MD-DMED Research Administration
- MD-DMED School of Medicine Adm
- MD-DMED Social Issues in Med
- MD-DMED Stud Acad Support
- MD-DMED Student Affairs
- MD-HUMN Ctr for Biomed Ethics
- MD-MPHY Mole Phys & Biophysics
- MD-THRV

**Lynn King - lbk8w x34048**
- MD-CPHG Ctr for Public Health Genomics
- MD-DMED Application Development
- MD-DMED Business Intelligence
- MD-DMED Center for Telehealth
- MD-DMED Desktop Support
- MD-DMED Finance and Human Resources
- MD-DMED Institutional Analysis
- MD-DMED Proj Mgmt & Cont Impr
- MD-DMED SOM Core Facilities
- MD-DMED Space Mgmt Operations
- MD-PBHS Public Health Sciences

**Ellen Beverly – ejm6n x34078**
- Special Projects

**Rayshon Tibbs – rt5b x 20579**
- MD-UROL Urology
- MD-INMD Internal Medicine
- MD-NESC Neuroscience
- MD-NEUR Neurology
- MD-OTYL Otolaryngology - Admin
- MD-PHAR Pharmacology
- MD-PHMR Phys Med & Rehab

**Nicole Trice - tnt6f x34538**
- MD-DERM Dermatology
- MD-CANC Cancer Center
- MD-PSCH Psychiatric Medicine
- MD-RADL Radiology
- MD-RONC Radiation Oncology
- MD-FMED Family Medicine

---

\*this slide subject to change.
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**School of Medicine**
WHO IS MY HR BUSINESS PARTNER?*

**Sally Jackson – sj7g x26513**
- Children’s
- Clinical Ancillary Services
- Clinical Care Support
- Community Services
- Medical Labs
- Nursing & Patient Care Svcs
- Nursing Business Ops and Gov
- PT Progression & Renal Svcs
- Renal
- Women’s

**Stephanie McKenzie - sdb2p X40202**
- Peri-Operative Services

**Lynn King - lbk8w x34048**
- Chief Executive Officer
- COMD
- Continuum
- Finance
- Financial & Fiscal Services
- General Institutional
- Health Information Technology
- Health System
- Hospital Operations
- Human Resources
- LTACH
- Post-Acute
- Quality & Perf Improvement
- Revenue Cycle
- Strategic Relations & Marketing

**Lisa Mullins – lm4yw x75015**
- Emergency Medicine
- Emergency Services
- Heart & Vascular
- Musculoskeletal
- Ophthalmology
- Surgical Subspecialties

**Ellen Beverly – ejm6n x34078**
- Special Projects

**Nicole Trice - tnt6f x34538**
- Community Oncology
- Digestive Health
- Medicine Subspecialties
- Oncology
- Outreach Clinics
- Primary Care
- PT Friendly Access
- Radiology

**Rayshon Tibbs – rt5b x 20579**
- Transplant
- Neurosciences&BehavioralHealth
- Pharmacy Services
- Therapy Services

---

*Medical Center*

*this slide subject to change.*